IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT

"EXPORT OPPORTUNITIES FOR FOOD PRODUCTS TO RUSSIA"

A communication from the Russian Trade organisation with the offer of Imports of food products is placed below for the information of Indian Exporters.

Russian retailers mentioned below are ready to consider the possibility to import food products from India.

1. Metro Cash&Carry
   Mrs. Valentina Gylko
   E-mail: valentina.gylko@metro-cc.ru
   Tel: +7968 667-18-59
   (Grapes, vegetables, fruits, mushrooms, nuts, pickles)

2. Auchan food
   Procurement director - Elder Neves
   E-mail: h.neves@auchan.ru
   (dairy products, cheese)

3. Auchan
   Mrs. Nadegda Paderina
   E-mail: n.paderina@auchan.ru
   (dairy products, cheese, vegetables, fruits, grapes)

4. Spar Tumen
   Mr. Martushev Maxim
   E-mail: martushev@retail72
   (Cucumbers (pickles), fresh and dried grapes, dairy products, fruits & vegetables)

Above-mentioned retailers await commercial offers from Indian companies.

The APEDA registered member exporters are requested to get in touch with the above buyers immediately to tap the new business opportunity.
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